One of the keys to mastering English spellings is mastering the processes of word formation. The mode of word formation can influence the spelling. The study of the meaningful parts of a word is known as morphology. Linguists have identified many ways in which English form its words which include borrowing from Latin and Greeks, clipping, suppletion, affixation, conversion, acronym, blends, compounding and so on. The scope of this study is to look into affixation as a process of word formation; see the meanings of some of those few letters added at the beginning or end of words, look into the changes words undergo when affixes are added to them. Apart from mastering of spellings, readers of this paper will learn to identify grammatical categories of words by mere looking at the words and identifying the affixes added to them.
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Abstract:
One of the keys to mastering English spellings is mastering the processes of word formation. The mode of word formation can influence the spelling. The study of the meaningful parts of a word is known as morphology. Linguists have identified many ways in which English form its words which include borrowing from Latin and Greeks, clipping, suppletion, affixation, conversion, acronym, blends, compounding and so on. The scope of this study is to look into affixation as a process of word formation; see the meanings of some of those few letters added at the beginning or end of words, look into the changes words undergo when affixes are added to them. Apart from mastering of spellings, readers of this paper will learn to identify grammatical categories of words by mere looking at the words and identifying the affixes added to them.
Introduction:
Most English words are made up of the base word known as root which contains the heart of the meaning of the word. To expand such words, appendages (affixes) are added at either the beginning or at the end of the word. It is the process of attaching these affixes that is referred to as affixation. The affix added at the beginning of the root is known as prefix while that at the end of a word is suffix. The root is central to the building of new words. For instance, advantage, help, forgive, measure are the core words (roots) Despite the fact that prefixes and suffixes are just a combination of two, three or four letters, they have meaning in English. They are therefore morphemes. A morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit of a word. They change the meaning of the root word. In the above examples, dis-, un-, and im-depict negative. The different approaches to identifying morphemes and the relationships between morphemes and words are reflections of the different trends in linguistics during the twentieth century, but most linguists are in agreement on the type of phenomena morphology is concerned with.
Prefixes and suffixes added to words change the meanings of such words. This study will start with the examination of the meanings of some English prefixes and suffixes. Inflectional categories such as tense, voice and number play important role in syntax and are called morphosyntactic categories, since they affect both the words around them and the words within which they occur. They are very productive and are semantically more regular than the derivational ones; meaning will remain constant across a wide distributional range.
Meanings of Some

Derivational Suffixes:
Derivation is the opposite of inflection. It consists of adding an affix or affixes to the root or stem of the word. When this is done, new words are derived. Within derivation, the distinction is often made between class-maintaining and class-changing processes. Class-changing produces a new word in different word class. (E.g. gentle (adj)) gentleness (noun) gently (adverb)); while classmaintaining produces a new word but does not change the class.
Class-Maintaining Derivational Suffixes:
Examples of class-maintaining suffixes are -age, -ful, -ry, -cy, -hood, -ship, -ate, -ure, -ic, -ster, -dom, -ism, -ee, -eer. They are used to convert noun to another noun that mean something different. xviii. -ing, -ee, -and The last batch of verb to noun suffixes are -ing, -ee, -and.
-ing
The present participle of a verb is sometimes used as a noun ending in -ing.
His singing and dancing was well appreciated. As a leader, he has a tremendous following.
The launching of the project was successful.
I do not understand his comings and goings.
-ee Employ employee Pay payee Vend vendee Address addressee -and This is of limited application. An undergraduate about to receive his degree is a graduand. Somebody about to be ordained a priest is an ordinand.
Conversion of Verbs to Adjectives:
The following suffixes are added to verbs to form adjectives: -able, -ible, -ous, -ive, -ory, -al, -ant, -ent, -some, -f i. The adjective for despise is however despicable.
Finally, if the basic verb ends in y after a vowel, the y is retained: essay essay-able convey conveyable pay payable play playable
ii. -ible The number of verbs taking -ible as suffix is limited. It is often more attracted to nouns. When added to verbs that end in e, the e is dropped, but when the verb ends in t or d, the last letter is dropped replaced with -sible or -ssible. Examples are:  collapse  collapsible  comprehend  comprehensible  force  forcible  defend  defensible  reverse  reversible  reprehend  reprehensible  admit  admissible  omit  omissible  double The suffixes for converting nouns to adjectives are: -y, -ly, -ish, -ous, -ic, -ics, -ical, -ary, -ar, -ful, -less, -al, -ial, -eal, -ate, -ine, -ian, -ean, -ese, -en, -esque, -able, -ible, -ose, -iac. i. 
Conclusion:
This study has shown the important role of affixation in word formation process in the English language. The list is inexhaustible. Some prefixes and suffixes are only inflections added to words to pluralise, change tense or mark comparative and superlative forms of adjectives. Some others, as we have seen, are class-changing suffixes. The mastery of these affixes will lead to a good mastery of English spellings.
